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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Cooling water intake structures (CWIS) at large, existing power plants are regulated by the Clean Water Act 316(b) Phase II Rule. The Rule requires impingement reductions of 80 to 95 percent and entrainment reductions of 60 to 90 percent, but also provides for site-specific determinations where the costs of best technology available (BTA), including restoration measures, are significantly greater than the benefits. The correct economic valuation of the benefits of reducing impingement mortality and entrainment (I&E) is therefore an important component of the Phase II Rule, which sets forth requirements for benefits valuation studies (BVSs) that in general must value commercial, recreational and, in appropriate circumstances, nonuse benefits derived from I&E reductions.

This report provides an overview of the basic economic principles that are required to conduct a reliable benefit valuation study. These economic valuation principles are based on a long period of conceptual development, refinement, and extensive empirical testing. Using these economic principles, we lay the foundations for both the Diablo Canyon Power Plant (DCPP) 316(b) BVS conducted by TER in 2005, and our critical assessment of the 2005 Independent Scientists (IS) report, "Diablo Canyon Power Plant, Independent Scientist's Recommendations to the Regional Board Regarding 'Mitigation' for Cooling Water Impacts" (IS Report).

In our critical assessment, we demonstrate that the IS Report (2005) is seriously flawed. We show that it is inconsistent with basic economic principles such as:

- The valuation concepts in the IS Report are based on costs, not values, which lead to implausible and sometimes nonsensical results. The IS Report is therefore inconsistent with basic economic principles and is also contrary to EPA's Phase II Rule requirements for BVSs.
- The IS Report fails to provide any plausible economic justification for the presumption that the effects of the DCPP on forage fish populations would result in significant nonuse values. In fact, the lack of general public awareness about such marginal population changes, the uncertainty about whether or not they would occur, and the large number of substitute resources make significant nonuse values extremely unlikely.
• The IS Report fails to develop any linkages between impingement and entrainment effects, ecological services, and humans. Consequently, it is unable to develop a reliable approach for scaling the size of the proposed artificial reef mitigation project.

• The IS Report fails to consider the basic principle of discounting to standardize the timing of services from the artificial reef relative to the potential impingement and entrainment effects from the DCPP. Given the fact that the reef would provide services into perpetuity while the plant has a finite economic lifetime, the failure to consider discounting results in a substantial overstatement of the size of the reef that would be required to offset any potential effects on services, should they occur.

• The IS Report uses methods that are completely inconsistent with the EPA Phase II regulations for CWIS by, among other things, proposing a restoration project with costs significantly greater than the benefits of reducing I&E at the DCPP.

Given these flaws, it is not at all surprising that the range of costs from $10.6 million to $26 million for the proposed artificial reef greatly exceed the approximately $1 million upper bound in estimated benefits from reducing I&E at the DCPP (TER 2005). As explained below, there is no conceptual or empirical economic rationale that would suggest that such a large differential could be justified by either omitted benefits or unvalued effects. In fact, our estimate of benefits includes the effects of DCPP on forage fish based on EPA's recommended trophic transfer approach. Thus, the only category of benefits not included in our range of monetized damages is the potential existence value of forage fish and other organisms that are not captured through the food web. Even the most forceful advocates of monetizing nonuse values argue that a multiple of 2 to 3 of use benefits would account for such benefits. Thus, even the lower bound of the IS Report is ten times the upper bound estimate of our analysis. This fact indicates that the biological valuation approach used in the IS Report results in economic conclusions that are totally implausible. Moreover, it serves to illustrate the type of outcome that can result when an approach ignores such basic economic principles as values based on preferences not costs, and the discounting of future services.
2. BACKGROUND

Recently, two BVSs were conducted specifically for Diablo Canyon Power Plant (DCPP) CWIS impacts:

- ASA Study (2003): ASA used EPA’s then-existing draft 316(b) Phase II economic guidelines to evaluate commercial, recreational, ecological, and nonuse benefits (using the 50 percent rule of thumb). ASA estimated total value of 80 percent entrainment reduction through 2053 to be $23,000 to $4.2 million, of which $5,000 to $935,000 was estimated to be nonuse value. The estimate included all fish species entrained (not just the Representative Important Species (RIS)), but excluded crabs. The study included no separate estimate for impingement, and used trophic transfer rates that were changed in the final guidance.

- TER Study (2005): We used EPA’s final Phase II economic guidelines to estimate total value of reducing impingement by 80 to 95 percent and entrainment by 60 to 90 percent through 2053 to be approximately $564,000 to $1 million for all fish species and two crab species. We conclude that nonuse values do not need to be monetized under EPA final Phase II guidelines because I&E had only marginal population effects on non-unique species, and, on the basis of a qualitative analysis, that such values would be low in any event.

The ASA Study is somewhat outdated because of changes in U.S. EPA’s economic approach. For example, EPA eliminated the use of the 50 percent nonuse rule of thumb in the final rule. The Agency also changed the trophic transfer factor used to account for the entrainment effects on forage species in terms of forgone production of recreational and commercial species. Finally, the ASA report does not provide a separate estimate of impingement and does account for any crab species in its results.

TER’s report is the best estimate of the economic value of I&E reductions at the DCPP. The analysis contained in the report is performed in a manner that complies with EPA Phase II regulations. Additionally, the report uses the latest and most appropriate data on impingement and entrainment at DCPP, and evaluates all fish species, including forage species and two species of crabs. This evaluation incorporates an adjustment factor to reflect the fact that the biological data are based only on representative individual species. It also includes an analysis of the potential
uncertainty in the benefits estimation that is consistent with the state-of-the-art in statistical estimation and the EPA regulatory requirements. Finally, the report uses qualitative analysis to assess potential nonuse benefits from reducing I&E impacts at DCPP. This analysis, which is based on standard economic principles, concludes that the potential for such benefits from reducing I&E at DCPP are negligible.

More recently the IS Study (2005) was produced to evaluate potential mitigation alternatives for I&E impacts at DCPP. The IS used a habitat replacement cost approach (HRC) to project the value of I&E reduction based on the costs of constructing sufficient new artificial reefs to produce sufficient larvae to offset losses. The IS valued I&E reduction at $10.6 million to $26 million. The report also considers Marine Protection Areas and other potential mitigation alternatives, but devotes most of its attention to the artificial reef construction.

The IS Report, which is discussed in more detail in this report, is inconsistent with Phase II regulatory requirements for benefit valuation studies, because it employs a methodology (HRC) that EPA considered but ultimately rejected in the promulgation of the final 316(b) rule. Moreover, the use of habitat replacement costs as a measure of economic benefits is completely contradictory to long-established economic valuation principles. In particular, the method uses costs to approximate values, a notion which as demonstrated later in this report may lead to nonsensical results. In the case of the DCPP, the method grossly overstates the true value of I&E reductions.

3. BASIC ECONOMIC PRINCIPLES

3.1 Economic Concept of Value

The economic concept of value has developed over a long series of contributions from many scholars dating to Adam Smith, Alfred Marshall, and John Hicks. Unlike other broader concepts of value that are linked to inherent or abstract principles, economic value is comparative in nature. In essence, economic value derives from trade-offs: how much of one thing is a person willing to forego to obtain
more of another? In economics, people hold values and are the arbiter of how much something is worth to them. Thus, people have value for preserving fish populations in an economic sense.¹

This anthropocentric nature of economic value differentiates it from valuation concepts arising from an ecological paradigm. In that paradigm, ecological systems are viewed as inherently valuable. For example, Banzhaf and Boyd (2004) note:

Economics is based on an anthropocentric ecological value, while ecology is more concerned with the status, functions, and quality of ecosystems themselves, rather than as producers of human benefit (p. 17).

Bockstael et al. 2000, add to this distinction by indicating that:

Some ecologists and other natural scientists have begun developing their own estimates of the "economic value" of ecosystem services. They believe...that economists fail to appreciate the intricate web of physical interrelationships that can link harm in one part of an ecosystem to negative effects in another. Failing to recognize the complexity of the system can result in an underestimate of the benefits of ecosystem protection (p. 1).

Not surprisingly, given such differences in the fundamental concept of value, disagreements among economists and ecologists over the benefits associated with a specific policy change are common.² In the context of the 316(b) regulations, however, Congress has determined that CWIS permitting decisions are to be based on economic valuations, As EPA made clear in the Preamble to the Phase II regulations:

EPA has established in today's rule national requirements for facilities to install technology that is technically available, *economically practicable, and cost effective* while at the same time authorizing a range of technologies that achieve comparable reductions in adverse environmental impact (69 Fed. Reg. 41576, 41583 (col. 2) July 9, 2004) (*emphasis added*).

---

¹ Bockstael et al. 2000 note that the economic concept of value depends on the distribution of income among individuals and economics measures values in a comparative rather than an absolute sense.

² The National Research Council (2004) argues that differences in terminology and perspectives compound the disagreements between ecologists and economists.
The economic concept of value depends on an individual's determining how much something is worth to him, usually expressed as his or her willingness to pay to have additional units of a good or service. In practice, economic values are used to answer basic questions that are relevant to the evaluation of any public policy choice: how does one determine whether an individual is better off with a policy change or without it? And how does one aggregate the gains and losses from a particular policy?

In economics, two (and sometimes more) alternatives are being compared. An economic valuation estimate will depend on the circumstances in which the valuation question arises. Again, Bockstael et al. (2000) illustrate this key point:

For example, suppose a power plant is being considered for a location that would eliminate a swimming beach. Different people can have quite different values for this change, depending on whether they would use the beach, gain from the lower cost of electricity, or both (p. 3).

They further note that the answer to this valuation question would depend on whether there was another beach close by (a substitute) or whether the loss of the beach would affect any other services, such as surfing or any unique ecological function, such as habitat for an endangered species. Clearly, valuation depends on the context in which the policy is being considered.

Services are an integral part of the economic valuation framework. When economists place a value on a natural resource, they value the services that flow from the natural asset, rather than the asset itself (Smith and Kopp 1993). The services that natural resources provide to humans are relatively straightforward concepts. For example, fish can be combined with other economic inputs to produce recreational or commercial fishing. The value of these services can be determined by observing the choices that people make and making inferences about their value.

Ecological services may also exist, but are much less clear cut. Generally, ecological services involve the services that one natural resource provides to another. However, Banzhaf and Boyd (2004) add further to this concept of ecological services by noting that:
Services are tangible ecological elements (e.g., a population) or qualities (air [or water] quality) that result from ecological functions and processes. Ecological assets are inputs to an ecological production function that yields an ecological service (p. 12).

As Boyd and Banzhaf (2005) discuss, services are the end products of nature that yield human well being. They argue that although ecological services must be derived from the natural environment, they must result in an end-product that is useful to humans. Thus, in the economic paradigm, ecological services are more than simply ecological functions. They include the interaction or at least awareness between people and the natural environment.

Not surprisingly, the valuation of ecological services is the subject of considerable confusion and controversy. Boyd indicates one of the primary reasons for some of the controversy:

Nature and the services that it provides are a significant contributor to human well-being, and society makes decisions every day about whether we will have more or less of it. Knowing nature's value helps us make those decisions. The difficulty is that nature never comes with a convenient price tag attached (Boyd 2004, p. 18).

It has been the attempts to develop such price tags, which has added to the controversy. The disagreements arise, at least in part, from the contention by some that people may have value for natural resources that exceeds the value of their direct uses. These "nonuse values" may stem from a variety of motives, with the most frequently mentioned ones being the preservation of the existence of the resource or the desire to preserve a natural resource for future generations to enjoy.

As we discuss below, nonuse values usually are thought to arise from unique resources that are irreplaceable—i.e., they have few if any substitutes in the economics lexicon. These nonuse values are usually addressed in a qualitative manner, or are measured using survey-based approaches that attempt to simulate a market for the resource services. One of the primary concerns about survey-based measures is that they are based on hypothetical responses, not actual market decisions or choices. The economics literature has clearly demonstrated that such questions lead to hypothetical bias, which implies that survey based methods overstate the true value of the natural
resource (List 2001; Champ and Bishop 2001). Finally, the nature and magnitude of that bias is not sufficiently well understood such that a reliable calibration factor can be developed (Desvousges, Gable, and Johnson 1995).

3.2 Nonuse values are not always significant

As noted above, the total value of a natural resource such as a fish population consists of its direct and indirect use values (i.e., typically commercial and recreational fishing) and, in appropriate cases, nonuse values. A key assumption of the IS Report (as well as the Stratus report [2004]) is that the nonuse values of I&E impacts on fish populations (and in particular on forage species which account for the vast majority of the fish species entrained) may be very significant indeed. For example, the report claims that benefit-cost analyses of environmental actions typically evaluate only a small subset of easily measured values (i.e., commercial and recreational fishing values), and typically omit nonuse benefits (such as the contribution of forage species to ecological functions) that may also be associated with I&E impacts. The assertion that nonuse impacts of I&E are significant wrongly fails to recognize that I&E impacts bear very little resemblance to the types of resources that economists have theorized might have significant nonuse values.

The original formulation of nonuse values considered the “existence of a grand scenic wonder or unique and fragile ecosystem” and hypothesized that certain people hold value for such a resource’s “preservation and continued availability” (Krutilla 1967). Krutilla’s example, the Grand Canyon, certainly qualifies as a grand scenic wonder. Since Krutilla’s time, economists’ expectations for the sort of resource typically expected to have nonuse values have not strayed far from this original formulation. For example nonuse values have been empirically evaluated for the survival of endangered species such as blue whales (Samples, Dixon, and Gowen 1986), eagles and striped shiners (Boyle and Bishop 1987). When economists have empirically evaluated nonuse values for population impacts, they have looked at significant and certain impacts to populations that are relevant to the survey respondents. For example,

---

3 EPA has concluded that the best way to value forage species is through trophic transfer models, which allow economists to value forage species in terms of the larger populations of commercially and recreationally important species that could be supported if larger populations of forage species were available to sustain them (EPA 2004b).
Kinnell et al. (2002) evaluates use and nonuse values for certain decreases of 30% and 75% in the total duck populations using a survey frame of Pennsylvania duck hunters. By contrast, the I&E impacts of DCPP on average have much lower percentage impacts on the larvae of fish species, and even lower impacts on the number of adult fishes forgone as a result of the larval entrainment (since most fish larvae have short natural life spans anyway). To our knowledge there has never been a serious theoretical or empirical evaluation demonstrating support for nonuse values for the sorts of marginal impacts to obscure, sustainable, regenerating populations that are hypothesized to occur in the case of most I&E impacts.

3.3 To the extent that nonuse values exist for I&E reductions, they are not likely to be meaningful

To the extent that nonuse values do exist for marginal changes in fish populations, there are no theoretical or empirical reasons to believe that they are meaningful. Except for the rare situations involving I&E of threatened and endangered species, fish are a renewable resource. The factors that typically support significant nonuse values—significant existence values and lack of substitute goods—simply do not apply in the same way for changes in renewable common fish populations as they do for unique, non-renewable resources.

A comparison of use and nonuse values for fish populations makes this apparent. People are the top predators in the food chain for fish. If nonuse values were truly substantial for changes in fish populations, we would expect that people would stop eating fish because the value of preserving their survival would be greater than their use values (commercial and recreational fishing). There is no empirical data to support the notion that such actions are prevalent, and indeed the fact that commercial and recreational fishing continue supports the conclusion that there is no significant existence value for marginal changes in fish populations.

The reason we do not anticipate meaningful nonuse values for marginal changes in fish population resulting from I&E at the DCPP is the lack of uniqueness at both the level of individual fish and the population. For the types of marginal effects on fish populations anticipated here, the number of substitutes is likely to be quite high. If,
for example, the population of a certain type of fish decreases by 2 percent, there are many substitutes that would exist so that this change would be covered by other fish populations in the same area, as well as fish populations in other locations. A large number of substitutes, which certainly would be the case for forage species, indicates that the per-unit value of any changes in a fish population is likely to be modest, if even measurable.

Clearly, there is a lack of any conceptual rationale for the presumption that there are significant nonuse values associated with I&E impacts. There is also no empirical evidence that large nonuse values are associated with I&E impacts. The Stratus Report’s notion that substantial nonuse values are not being included in benefit-cost analyses apparently was based on an empirical study that is totally without any valid economic foundation. Helm et al. (2004) summarize 33 valuation studies that they consider most relevant for measuring the potential nonuse values for the Phase III Section 316(b) rule, which currently is being developed for another category of existing CWISs. They use these studies in a meta-analysis to develop a preliminary estimate of the potential nonuse benefits that would be associated with I&E impacts. As a result of this analysis, the authors (wrongly) conclude that nonuse values would be of a sizeable magnitude.

The analysis contained in the Helm memorandum is fundamentally flawed in a number of areas. Specifically, few of these studies value fish populations, much less the value of marginal changes in fish populations. Most if not all of the studies included involve substantial resource areas, such as large rivers, estuaries, and the water quality for the entire United States. Moreover, many of the studies involve large changes in environmental quality, such as changing an entire river from boatable to fishable water quality, or changing all waterbodies in the United States by the same amount. Some of these studies measure substantial amounts of nonuse values as a percentage of total value. However, even if one assumes that nonuse values are significant for major changes in significant resources, the argument that people will hold similar nonuse values for marginal changes in renewable populations of forage species is without any logical economic foundation.
3.4 Cost does not provide a reliable proxy for value

In contrast to the economic paradigm of resource valuation, the ecological paradigm prefers to use approaches such as the habitat productivity method or habitat equivalency analysis as alternatives to measures based on the willingness to pay. Such approaches balance organism losses with the amount of habitat needed to produce an offsetting number of organisms and calculate the cost of the restoration. The IS endorse the interpretation of habitat replacement costs as benefits in their Report:

The cost associated with the construction of the artificial reef is the single best estimate of the value of the lost resources.

Nevertheless, the IS Report does recognize that cost does not measure value (p. 34):

We realize that the cost of an artificial reef is not equivalent to the “value” of entrainment losses as estimated from a resource economy model.

Despite the foregoing acknowledgement, the IS state that:

3) As of July 2004, the estimated cost for the construction of an artificial reef ranged from 10.6 million (85 hectares) to 26 million (200 hectares) dollars (cost of transportation of material could cause these estimates to increase).

4) The cost associated with the construction of the artificial reef is the single best estimate of the value of the lost resources. If the reef is of sufficient size and of proper design, it has the potential to compensate for almost all entrainment impacts measured and unmeasured.

The fact of the matter from an economic perspective, however, is that the costs of creating habitat have nothing to do with the value of larvae. Costs are affected entirely by forces that are independent of the factors that influence preferences and value for fish. For example, the recent rise in fuel costs would cause transportation costs associated with reef construction to rise, which would imply that the reef, and hence the larvae, would be even more valuable than before. By the same token, if such prices decline in the future, the value of the reef would decline. Of course, all of
these changes in value would have occurred despite no change in the ecological functioning of the reef.

Costs generally do not equate with a willingness to pay, and therefore do not constitute a proxy for economic value. By way of further example:

- The costs in time and materials that are involved in creating a work or art or sculpture would not represent its value. For some artists or sculptures the market would value their work far greater than the costs, while for others the costs required to make the work would exceed its value.
- Towing an iceberg from a polar region would be an extremely costly way to provide water in California. It is inconceivable that the value of water produced from the method would bear any relationship to its costs.

Thus, there is no economic foundation for the notion that the cost of providing any natural resource or service is a reasonable proxy for its value. Such a conclusion is apparent even within the text of the Stratus and IS Reports.

In recognizing that there is no economic rationale for measuring benefits with costs, the Stratus report asserts that this approach is "cautious" and "preservationist." As noted in the discussion of nonuse values, however, there is very little theoretical or empirical evidence that there are linkages between CWIS impacts and significant nonuse values. Moreover, the viewpoint that measuring benefits incorrectly is cautious or preservationist is incorrect. A better description in this context is that this approach is unfounded. The HRC approach is particularly troublesome when combined with the Stratus Report's stated view that estimated HRC costs "should be compared with the estimated costs of implementing BTA, which is the relevant regulatory benchmark for comparison." In fact, neither of these is an appropriate criteria for decision-making.

To further illustrate the fallacy of using the HRC approach to measuring the benefits of reductions in I&E, it is useful to make a simple comparison with commercial fishing. Commercial fishing and I&E have similar impacts in that they both harvest individuals from a population. A well-known concept in fisheries management is maximum sustainable yield (MSY), which refers to the maximum number of fish that can be removed annually without causing stock depletion. At MSY, removals and
natural mortality are balanced by stable recruitment and growth. The MSY concept is an established method of informed fisheries management that leads to sustainable yields. However, under the HRC paradigm, the economic value of fish removed at MSY is equal to the cost of creating habitat that produces the harvest. By extension, when the habitat replacement cost method is used to value sustainable levels of commercial fishing, we are led to the illogical conclusion that the economic impacts of commercial fishing are equivalent to the cost of creating the habitat that supports commercial stocks.

Finally, some proponents have argued that because HRC involves natural resources, which have some inherent value, it is acceptable to merely assume that costs are equal to value. However, such an argument is fallacious. Specifically, the decision of society to invest financial resources to protect natural resources, such as fish, imposes an opportunity cost on society that must be considered. Such funds must be taken away from some other useful economic purpose. Only if the value of that purpose is less, would such a decision be justified. The decision to invest more in natural environments can only come at the cost of not investing elsewhere. The position that the cost of a reef (or any restoration activity) represents value could be used to support clearly absurd ideas such as that water usage should be valued or priced according to the cost of bringing icebergs from the North Pole.

Thus, the HRC approach is not consistent with economic principles, in particular with the principle that costs are not equal to values. Nor does the approach incorporate the fundamental building block of an economic evaluation—the concept of services. Given these shortcomings, EPA decided not to endorse this biological approach. Instead, as discussed in the next section, it promulgated a rule that incorporates the economic approach to valuation.

---

4 The recent PEW Oceans Commission (2003) report characterizes the state of the world’s fisheries. Commercial over-fishing is cited as a primary factor in depressed stocks (T&E is not mentioned). This over-harvesting is a result of the failure of the enforcement mechanisms not the concept of a maximum sustainable yield.
4. 316(B) REGULATORY REQUIREMENTS

In July of 2004, the EPA promulgated regulations for determining the impact of CWIS on fish populations for existing power plants, the so-called Phase II regulations.\(^5\) The regulations require impingement reductions of 80 to 95 percent and entrainment reductions of 60 to 90 percent and provide for site-specific determinations where costs of best technology available (BTA), including restoration measures, are significantly greater than the benefits.

Additionally, an evaluation of benefits of reducing I&E impacts is an important component of the Phase II regulations. Specifically, EPA has specified requirements for benefits valuation studies (BVSs) that in general must value commercial, recreational and, in appropriate circumstances, nonuse benefits derived from impingement and entrainment (I&E) reductions. Specifically, the regulations state:

If you are seeking a site-specific determination of best technology available for minimizing adverse environmental impact because of costs significantly greater than the benefits of meeting the applicable performance standards of Section 125.94(b) at your facility, you must use a comprehensive methodology to fully value the impacts of impingement mortality and entrainment at your site and the benefits achievable by meeting the applicable performance standards (EPA 2004a, p. 41,690).

The regulations go on to specify the additional requirements of an uncertainty analysis and a peer review of the comprehensive benefits estimation methodology. In a comprehensive benefits study, recreational benefits are measured using valuation estimates based on people's choices of recreation sites that reveal the value of improved fish catch. Commercial fishing benefits are measured using market prices for the landed species. Equally important, the value of additional forage fish is included in the benefits analysis using the trophic transfer approach. This approach recognizes that the biological consequences of changes in forage fish stocks are measured

through a bioeconomic model that links increased recreational and commercial catch to increased numbers of forage fish. (See Stavins 2004.)

Forage fish that are not part of the food chain for recreational or commercial species would not be valued in the production foregone approach adopted by EPA in the final rule. Nonetheless, the remaining value of these fish would be modest because they are not likely to have significant nonuse values. (See Section 3.2 and 3.3 above.) Moreover, as we discuss below, EPA provides for the ability to analyze nonuse values on a case-by-case basis using qualitative analysis. Nevertheless, the Agency requires that these qualitative assessments be based on conventional economic valuation principles, not cost based approaches. (See EPA 2004a.)

Equally important, EPA expressly rejected the proposals to include cost-based measures as an alternative to economic valuation. Specifically, the Agency states:

In general, costs should not be confused with values (EPA 2004b, p. 2496).

The Agency goes on to further state in response to Dr. Robert Stavins (2004) comments on the proposed rule that argued against habitat replacement costs:

EPA agrees with Dr. Stavins' initial statement: "EPA's [proposed but abandoned] HRC method, which the Agency claims in its economic analysis is an alternative method for valuing benefits, is actually nothing of the kind. The Habitat Replacement Cost method is pure and simple—a measure of costs not benefits. The habitat replacement costs are the design, implementation, administration, maintenance, and monitoring costs of various identified means of restoring aquatic habitats in the hopes of producing the same in situ services and service flows that are associated with the various technological alternatives under consideration. In other words, these are the costs of another alternative—and one that can be very costly for achieving the same functions as targeted by the proposed regulation (EPA 2004b, p. 2502)."

---

6 In its response to comments on the notice of data availability for the proposed draft Phase II rule, EPA specifically acknowledges that valuing impacts on forage fish is best accomplished by examining the impacts of forage fish on commercial and recreational species. The Agency views the production foregone as the preferred methodology (EPA 2004b, p. 2522.)

7 There is no support in the final regulations for the Water Board staff's position that habitat replacement cost is a qualitative benefits approach. Even qualitative approaches should reflect the same valuation concepts that are embodied in a quantitative estimate. That is, value is based on willingness to pay and that substitutes are an essential part of the valuation context.
Although EPA extensively evaluated HRC during its development of the Phase II Rule, EPA ultimately decided that the HRC method should not be used as a means of estimating benefits due to "limitations and uncertainties regarding the application of this methodology" (EPA 2004a, p. 41,625). In fact, EPA ultimately determined that "none of the methods it considered for assessing nonuse benefits provided results that were appropriate to include in this final rule, and has thus decided to rely on a qualitative discussion of nonuse benefits" (EPA 2004a, p. 41,624).

The Phase II regulations also incorporate EPA's Economic Guidelines for Preparing Economic Analyses (hereafter EPA Guidelines) (EPA 2000), which also recognize that there is no basis in economic theory or practice for using replacement costs to approximate benefits.\(^8\) The EPA Guidelines are quite explicit:

From the perspective of economic theory, the appropriate measure of benefits of a policy is the sum of the individual willingness to pay for that policy (EPA 2000, p. 62).

Alternative approaches that estimate the total value of ecosystems based on the cost of the entire ecosystem or its embodied energy...have received considerable attention as of late. However, the results of these studies should not be incorporated into benefit assessments. The methods adopted in these studies are not well-grounded in economic theory, nor are they typically applicable to policy analysis (EPA 2000, p. 98).

Clearly, the EPA Guidelines recognize that the measurement of value is based on individuals' preferences, not costs. Moreover, there is no reason to expect that costs would be even a reasonable proxy for benefits. Costs may be higher, lower, or the same as benefits, but that will depend on the unique circumstances of each situation.

In the final Phase II Rule, EPA provides the following guidance on how to assess the nonuse benefits associated with reductions in I&E (EPA 2004a, p. 41,647–41,648):

---

\(^8\) Mitigation cost or replacements costs may be used to approximate value in a very limited context. For example, the action to mitigate must be a voluntary action. Second, the action must be the least cost alternative for achieving the mitigation. Neither of these conditions applies to valuing reductions in CWIS impacts. (See Stavins 2004, Bockstael et al. 2000.)
Nonuse benefits may arise from reduced impacts to ecological resources that the public considers important, such as threatened and endangered species. Nonuse benefits can generally only be monetized through the use of stated preference methods. When determining whether to monetize nonuse benefits, permittees and permit writers should consider the magnitude and character of the ecological impacts implied by the results of the impingement and entrainment mortality study and any other relevant information.

In cases where an impingement mortality and entrainment characterization study identifies substantial harm to a threatened or endangered species; to the sustainability of populations of important species of fish, shellfish, or wildlife; or to the maintenance of community structure and function in a facility’s waterbody or watershed, nonuse benefits should be monetized.\(^9\)

In cases where an impingement mortality and entrainment characterization study does not identify substantial harm to a threatened or endangered species; to the sustainability of populations of important species of fish, shellfish, or wildlife; or to the maintenance of community structure and function in a facility’s waterbody or watershed, monetization is not necessary.

As we demonstrated in our BVS (TER 2005), a qualitative assessment can be based on economic principles without explicitly including monetized benefits. Such an approach demonstrates that there is no basis for thinking considerable nonuse values are being excluded from the BVS. Most likely, these benefits would be negligible.

5. THE IS REPORT IS INCONSISTENT WITH BASIC ECONOMIC PRINCIPLES AND THE EPA 316(B) REGULATIONS

This section consists of three subsections which demonstrate that the IS Report is neither consistent with economic principles nor is it consistent with the EPA Phase II regulations.

\(^9\) In cases where harm cannot be clearly explained to the public, monetization is not feasible because stated preference methods are not reliable when the environmental improvement being valued cannot be characterized in a meaningful way for survey respondents. (Note that this footnote is in fact part of the quoted EPA text.)
5.1 The IS Report is not consistent with the EPA Phase II regulations

As noted above, the IS have offered a report on mitigation impacts to the Regional Water Board. Specifically, the IS Report states that the goal of the IS is to...

...provide the Regional Board with our best professional judgment regarding environmentally beneficial projects (type of projects, scale, and balance) that might be funded as part of PG&E’s Diablo Canyon Power Plant permit.

In evaluating mitigation, however, the IS Report moved from biology into the realm of economics. This movement is a consequence of the methodology chosen by the IS to evaluate mitigation, which focuses on evaluating the productivity of habitat to replace organisms that may be lost as a result of I&E at DCPP. The IS Report is thus based on a foundation of using the cost of replacement habitat to value the I&E impacts associated with the DCPP.

As noted above, however, EPA specifically rejected the notion of using cost as a proxy for value because it was inconsistent with the Agency’s own Principles and Guidelines for conducting economic analysis. As we have demonstrated in this report, the confusion of costs with values leads to nonsensical results.

Finally, the IS Report results in a scale of mitigation projects that is substantially greater than what would be justified on the measured benefits. Specifically, the IS Report implicitly argues that nonuse values from I&E losses at DCPP are sufficiently large to justify a mitigation project that has lower bound costs that are ten times greater than the upper bound of the economic benefits that are estimated for reducing such losses (TER 2005). However, EPA’s Phase II regulations clearly state that such benefits need only be addressed in a qualitative manner except in unusual circumstances, such as the impingement or entrainment of endangered species. The TER (2005) report shows that such a qualitative assessment demonstrates that nonuse benefits would be modest at most because of the marginal nature of the impacts and the presence of substitute resources.
However, assuming for the sake of argument granting that nonuse benefits might be significant (which is not the case), there is little or no chance that such benefits would be large enough to justify even the lower end of the range of costs estimated by the IS Report. For example, even the most ardent advocates for the notion of sizeable nonuse benefits only argue for an adjustment factor of 2 to 3 times greater than use benefits.\textsuperscript{10} Including such an adjustment would still only justify a reef about one-half the size of the smaller reef proposed by the IS Report. Thus, by ignoring the Phase II regulations, the IS Report has proposed a scale for the mitigation alternative that is substantially greater than what would be required to offset the loss in both human use and ecological services.

5.2 The approach followed by the IS is not sufficient for determining the appropriate scale of restoration

We also do not believe that the IS methodology is capable of evaluating the correct scale of restoration. While the appropriate type of project is an ecological issue, the appropriate scale is an economic and regulatory matter.

An evaluation of the Rule supports this contention. Under the final Phase II Rule, restoration is possible under either Alternative 3 or Alternative 5. Under Alternative 3, restoration measures must be scaled such that they can (EPA 2004a, p. 41,609).

\ldots increase fish and shellfish in an impacted waterbody or watershed and result in performance substantially similar to that which would otherwise be achieved through reductions in impingement mortality and entrainment...

However, when the actions required to comply under Alternative 3 result in costs that are significantly greater than the benefits of meeting the performance standards, the site-specific approach (Alternative 5) is triggered (EPA 2004a, p. 41,597):

In today's final rule, a facility that demonstrates to the Director that the costs of compliance with the performance standards and/or restoration

\textsuperscript{10} Ackerman (2002) one of the most ardent critics of economic analysis argues for a factor between two and three times use benefits in his comments on EPA's proposed rule.
requirements would be significantly greater than the benefits will be given a site-specific determination of best technology available for minimizing adverse environmental impact.

In our economic assessment (TER 2005) that employed the methodologies EPA used to calculate national benefits, we estimated the total value of meeting reduction standards (reducing impingement by 80 to 95 percent and entrainment by 60 to 90 percent) through 2053 to be $564,000 to $1 million for all fish species and 2 crab species. This assessment concludes that nonuse values would not need to be monetized under EPA guidelines because I&E had only marginal population effects on non-unique species.¹¹

A site-specific determination implies that implementing a restoration solution that does not meet the performance standards is appropriate, as indicated by the following text (EPA 2004a, p. 41,597):

The standards of the rule have not changed since proposal, with the exception of one clarification; in the final rule, the alternative site-specific requirements established by the Director must achieve an efficacy that is as close as practicable to the performance standards and/or restoration requirements specified in § 125.94(b) and (c).

The relevant regulatory document is the Site-Specific Restoration Plan. As stated by EPA, this plan must contain the following information (EPA 2004a, p. 41,690):

A demonstration that the proposed and/or implemented design and construction technologies, operational measures, and/or restoration measures achieve an efficacy that is as close as practicable to the applicable performance standards of § 125.94(b) without resulting in costs significantly greater than either the costs considered by the Administrator for a facility like yours in establishing the applicable performance standards, or as appropriate, the benefits of complying with the applicable performance standards at your facility;

¹¹By way of comparison, EPA estimates that the commercial and recreational benefits for the entire California Region would be only $3 million dollars, which is only one-third the lower bound cost of the artificial reef in the IS Report (EPA 2004b).
Based on this language, restoration efforts should not only be scaled commensurate with biological impacts, but should also be limited by economic considerations where the cost of 316(b) compliance is significantly greater than the economic benefits. Therefore, quantifying the magnitude of benefits and appropriately applying the concept “significantly greater” provide the regulatory framework for expected compliance expenditures and scale of restoration efforts under the Phase II Rule. As we discussed above, even the lower end of the mitigation alternative proposed by the IS Report results in costs that are ten times greater than the measured economic benefits. Even if substantial nonuse benefits have been ignored (which is not the case), they would not be of sufficient magnitude to justify the scale of the proposed restoration alternative.

5.3 The equating of restoration impacts to biological impacts has methodological flaws

The IS Report apparently uses the concept of value to equate impacts of the proposed artificial reef to impacts caused by the DCPP. The proposition that these impacts are appropriately matched by the methodology has serious methodological flaws in that it does not measure changes in ecological services nor does it account for uncertainty or discounting in the scaling of restoration alternatives.

The IS Report provides estimates of mortality for the species that are impinged and entrained at DCPP. It also frequently discusses the types of organisms such as phytoplankton that are not quantified in the studies that measure I&E effects. However, noticeably lacking in the Report is any quantification of whether the loss in various organisms has reduced any ecological services. To the extent that such organisms are vital to ecological functions, and to the extent that such functions are important to people’s well-being, it would seem logical that noticeable reductions in some types of services would have observed during the history of DCPP operation. The IS Report simply equates reductions in organisms to reductions in services. As Banzhaf and Boyd (2004) argue, services involve changes in populations, not simply a reduction in

---

12The lack of a focus on services results in other statements in the IS Report that are not substantiated. For example, the geographic scale from which the losses occur is large, so the scale of the project should be large (IS Report, p. 5). In the services paradigm, the scale of the restoration would be determined by the loss in services, not simply whether the reductions would occur over a large area.
ecological functions. Although quantifying such service reductions can be challenging, the equation of organisms to services nevertheless implies that such populations have no opportunity to compensate for the reductions, and that the loss in individual members of a species automatically reduces ecological services.

Additionally, the IS Report has not fully explored the implications of uncertainty in developing its conclusions. For example, the IS Report reiterates the important point that the ecological effects of the artificial reef are uncertain (IS Report, p. 5 and p. 20). However, it is also clear that although the numbers of individual organisms that are impinged and entrained is rigorously measured, the population impacts of the loss in these organisms are not known with any degree of scientific certainty. The IS Report approach taken does not attempt to identify even relative levels of uncertainty. Moreover, the importance of uncertainty to human decisions (our best indicator of value) has been recognized and mathematically formalized since the middle of last century (von Neumann and Morgenstern 1944). The quantification of the value of uncertainty is in the measurement of risk aversion. The intuition is that when people face choices with comparable returns, they will choose the less-risky alternative (Friedman and Savage 1948). With respect to the financial quantification of uncertainty, this issue was detailed by Markowitz (1952a, 1952b) and Tobin (1958).

A comparison of high yield bonds to treasury bills provides a good illustration of how uncertainty influences value. These bonds pay high yields to bondholders because the borrowers don't have any other option. Their credit ratings are less than pristine, meaning there is substantial risk of default. To compensate for this uncertainty, purchasers of high yield bonds require higher payments. By comparison, treasury bills carry a comparatively low yield. In this case, the backing of the government lends a level of certainty to the investment, reducing the yield requirement.

So, understanding the value relationship between the impact of DCPP and the effectiveness of the reef requires understanding the uncertainty in each. This is especially important if there is a meaningful difference in uncertainty. For example,

---

13Some studies that have evaluated the effect of I&E on fish populations have concluded that there is no measurable impact (EPRI 2003; Texas Commission 2003).
considering both ranges of uncertainty, it is possible that DCPP is not impacting fish at the population level, because of biological compensation for the loss of individuals, for example. It is also likely that any restoration activity will be productive. Thus, the IS Report is comparing a mitigation alternative (the artificial reef) that is certain to produce positive benefits to a potential loss that is sufficiently uncertain that it may or may not occur. Given this relative difference in uncertainty, one would expect that even a smaller reef would be a prudent and reasonable outcome.

The IS methodological approach is also flawed because it ignores discounting. The approach used to identify equivalence matches current production to current impacts. However, as exhibited by the following quote, there is a high likelihood that restoration projects will provide permanent benefits, while it is a certainty that DCPP will eventually cease operation.

The benefits of marine reserves are permanent, and will likely be manifested throughout the ecosystem. By contrast, entrainment losses are temporary (IS Report 2005, p. 23).

An implication of the foregoing is that proposed projects will be productive when there is no impact to offset. This situation leaves open the question of how these more-than-offsetting future impacts should be valued. When the value of such projects is from future use values, such as benefits to commercial and recreational fisheries, the accepted approach is to discount these values appropriately. For example, OMB guidance supports a 3% annual social discount rate which would be used for recreational fishing benefits, and a 7% commercial discount rate for commercial fishing benefits (OMB 1992). For values in the distant future, the rate of discounting can have a substantial effect. For example, a $100 payment 50 years in the future has a current value of $22.81 when the discount rate is 3%; when the discount rate is 7%, the $100 is worth $3.39.

As this example indicates, when use values are being considered, discounting lessens the relevance of impacts that are in the future. This means that when permanent projects are intended to offset temporary impacts to use values, projects that are somewhat less than offsetting of current impacts can be completely offsetting of impacts over time. However, a major rationale (at least implicitly) in the IS Report for
the equating of value in the manner employed is that there are substantial *nonuse* value impacts. Present value calculations are well-suited to value use benefits. However, when discounting is applied to the benefits provided by natural systems the effect is to discount the interests of future generations. The bequest component of nonuse values is based on the interests of future generations. Bequest value is current value for all future nonuse existence value. Much like a time capsule, bequest values are *more* are valuable because they are experienced in the future—not less valuable.

The implication is that when part of the value of a restoration project is nonuse value arising from ecological services a small permanent restoration project can offset much larger impermanent impacts. This is because when the plant shuts down, permanent nonuse/ecological services more than offset temporary impacts. The bequest component of nonuse value realized at that point and into the future is not subject to discounting. Because these values would not be subject to discounting, a *small* amount of more-than-offsetting ecological/nonuse benefits realized at some point in the future, and continuing indefinitely can be offsetting. This view is consistent with economic theories related to nonuse and the regulatory evaluation requirements of nonuse values in the 316(b) context. In particular, economic theory tells us it is irreversible impacts that have large nonuse impacts. EPA recognizes the importance of permanent impacts with the requirement to quantify nonuse only when there are impacts to threatened and endangered species.

Finally, even if one were to adopt the conventional discount rate for social investments of 3%, it would still be likely that the size of the IS-recommended reef is much larger than necessary to offset any potential service losses. Specifically, suppose that the DCPP has an economic lifetime until the year 2053 or 48 years, and the artificial reef would produce benefits into perpetuity. Using the 3% discount rate would imply that the artificial reef would produce benefits into the future for at least 22 years longer than the economic lifetime of the plant, if we assume that most of the benefits are discounted in 70 years. During this last 22-year time period, there would be no offsetting I&E impacts, thus the net impact would be even greater than during the first 48 years of the reef’s lifetime. In summary, the failure to consider the potential roles that discounting services would play, along with the role of services themselves, results in a mitigation alternative that is substantially larger than is necessary.
6. CONCLUSIONS

The IS Report has proposed an artificial reef to mitigate the I&E impacts at the DCPP. This report has considered the consistency of this mitigation alternative with basic economic principles and the EPA Phase II regulations. Our analysis demonstrates that the IS Report is not consistent with basic economic principles, especially in that it rejects the economic valuation concepts that people are the best judge of value and that cost is an inappropriate proxy for value. Moreover, the IS Report fails to consider the differences between the economics and ecological views of natural resource services. Furthermore, the IS Report does not evaluate the potential effects of discounting on the scale of the restoration alternatives they evaluate. Nor, does the IS Report evaluate the differences in the relative uncertainties between the mitigation alternative and the potential I&E impacts. All of these concepts are endorsed by the EPA regulations. The consequence of these omissions is that the IS Report proposes a mitigation alternative that is ten to twenty-six times larger than what would be justified based on any reasonable scientific measurement of economic benefits.
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